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Our mission
The WES mission is to inspire women to achieve 
their potential as engineers, scientists and 
leaders and to assist educators, managers and 
employers in making this happen.

How we work and what for

We work with companies, government, 
professional bodies and other science and 
engineering campaigns. We work to promote 
the study, training and practice of engineering 
and science among women.

Core Activities
 Networking and support, including 

mentoring;  Work with schools, promoting 
engineering and technology to all;  Work 
with employers on good practice;  Bursaries 
and Awards;  Multidisciplinary Annual 
Conference;  Quarterly Journal;  Circles, 
Student Groups and Clusters, involved in local 

events;  Lectures and events, celebrating 
role-model women;  Participation in policy-
making at various levels and by various means; 

 Information point.

Key partners
WES works with partners on specific projects 
to remove some of the barriers in taking 
up engineering as a career and in retaining 
professional women in engineering. 
Key partners include:  the Institution 
of Engineering and Technology (IET);  
engineering bodies, particularly the Institute 
of Civil Engineers, Institute of Physics (IoP), 
the British Computer Society (BCS), the 
Engineering Council and EngineeringUK;  the 
Women into Science and Engineering (WISE) 
Campaign, the Engineering  Development 
Trust, INSIGHT programme, British Science 
Association and Construction Skills;  the 
Daphne Jackson Trust;  the Engineering 
Employers’ Federation and individual 
companies , such as Arup, Rolls Royce, 
National Grid, Transport for London, BP and 
Lloyds Register;  the UK Resource Centre 
(UKRC) – for women in science, engineering 

and technology;  Napier University and 
other education institutions;  and the 
International Network of Women Engineers 
and Scientists (INWES).

Priorities for the future 
The spending cuts have dealt a hard blow 
to funding for issues relating to women 
in science and engineering with the UKRC 
budget slashed and the Women’s National 
Commission disbanded. The knock-on effect 
for WES is clear as funding for MentorSET 
ended in March. 

A priority for the future continues to be to 
increase membership and manage the hole 
left in our income by low interest rates and 
loss of public funding for MentorSET.

Council has committed to finding a way of 
continuing to keep the MentorSET service 
going. 

We will also increase the number of smaller 
regional events to enable more members to 
connect locally at low cost. We need your help 
in organising regional events in conjunction 
with our company supporter’s regional 
offices.

This year’s 
highlights 
The first meeting of the Advisory Panel, hosted by the Royal 

Academy of Engineering presented an opportunity for 

WES to share its vision and plans with a wider community 

of thought leaders of all ages from different sectors. 

Collaboration and partnership were identified as important 

strategies as well as the need to keep a sharp focus:

 ● Links with Dunlop Safety saw a continued focus on safety 

clothing and seminars on the survey and Purple Boots. 

 ● A partnership was developed with the Wellbeing of 

Women charity to create new opportunities for women 

engineers to connect and network and learn more about 

staying healthy.

 ● WES conference in Sheffield was combined with the 

student event, which presented good networking and 

inspiration for the students. A session on Sunday on 

‘packaging your personality’ showed great demand for 

insights into interviews and CV preparation. 

 ● AWE was welcomed into the WES family in addition to 

Transport for London and Thoughtworks to expand our 

networks.

 ● IET has committed to offer WES office space and a 

sponsored event for a further five years.

 ● Links with ICE saw a partnership event in Wales to 

celebrate our 90th anniversary in the splendid Senedd 

building in November. 

 ● A partnership event with Women in Architecture and 

Women in Technology at the IET celebrated inspiring 

leadership with speaker Sue Stockdale.

President’s  
report 2010-2011 
Taking on the presidency of WES for a third 

year has been an immense challenge and 

simultaneously a privilege. I am convinced 

that WES still has the potential to achieve much and I have glimpsed 

how WES has changed women’s lives and careers for the better. 

Times remain challenging but the dedication of volunteers, and their 

supportive partners, means that WES business can continue. 

Constituted as a professional society and giving members the honour 

of MWES post nominal sets WES apart from other women’s groups. 

Our independence, stability and profile among the community grows 

and the ways in which we can serve our members and profession have 

also become clearer. Working in partnership and developing an affiliate 

network of other technical women’s groups continues to be important.

The human side of engineering has been in the news in the last twelve 

months, showcasing the ingenuity and tenacity of engineers in saving 

lives. Efforts to rescue the Chilean miners trapped underground kept the 

world on tenterhooks for weeks. The dedication and bravery of those 

working to avert a nuclear disaster in Japan was admired. A continuing 

challenge is improving the lives of those where living conditions are 

difficult in the provision of healthcare, sanitation, water and access 

to education. WES members are involved in this valuable work. See 

item on p7 on WES members Liane Sheppard and Sally Sudworth 

as volunteers in Uganda with Engineers for Overseas Development. 

Arup engineer Hayley Gryc led a team building a kindergarten in 

Dwabar, Ghana; the design of which has been adopted as a prototype 

throughout Ghana.   

I am pleased to report on progress, on a clear way forward to increase 

dialogue with the student population and on a new agreement with 

Wellbeing of Women, a charity with whom we will be organising a 

series of regional events.

President
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AIM 1:
To provide inspiration, 
support and information to 
members and the profession

Central to achieving our mission we continue to invest in 

new technology and many members are actively engaged 

in many ways of offering connectivity across disciplines 

and sectors. New technology and partnerships will see an 

expansion in how we achieve this.

Through events:

Technical leaders

The fifth Technical Leaders event took place on 4 November 

2010 at the Senedd, seat of the Welsh Assembly Government 

in Cardiff. The theme was ‘Celebrating more than 90 years of 

women in engineering, sciences and built environment in Wales’. 

Subjects discussed covered the future of industry in Wales 

in terms of its people, training, diversity, health & safety and 

sustainability.

The ‘Question Time’ style debate was chaired by the BBC’s Sara 

Edwards with a panel consisting of industry experts including 

WES members Jan Peters (President), Sally Sudworth, Institution 

of Civil Engineers (ICE) Wales Cymru Chair and Lisa Nelmes of 

Construction Youth Trust. They were joined by Wyn Pritchard 

of Construction Skills Wales, Tina Hutton-Evans of Women in 

Property and Joyce Watson AM (Welsh Assembly Member for 

Mid and West Wales).

The event was sponsored by ICE Wales Cymru, Constructing 

Excellence Wales, Construction Youth Trust, Construction Skills 

Wales, Welsh Assembly Government  and Capita Symonds.

Crossing bridges 

An event organised by WES in conjunction with Women 

in Technology and Women in Architecture was held at the 

Institution of Engineering and Technology on 2 February 2011 

with the theme ‘Crossing bridges’.

The evening commenced with an inspirational talk by Sue 

Stockdale. In 1995 Sue became the first British woman to ski 

together with three other people to the magnetic north pole. 

She uses what she had learnt on this expedition to coach people, 

particularly women, to achieve success in business and as 

entrepreneurs.

Following her talk Sue was joined by WES president Jan Peters, 

Maggie Berry, Women in Technology and Clare Devine and 

Pamela Edwards, Women in Architecture for a round table 

discussion.

The evening concluded with the presentation of the Karen Burt 

Award and the opportunity to network.

My sparkling career 

Following the AGM at the University of Aston on 18 September, 

WES organised an open event for members and visitors to the  

British Science Festival on the theme ‘My sparkling career’. 

Three women engineers described their careers to date and what 

had been their inspirations: Aston University Vice-Chancellor 

and long standing WES member, Julia King, who has had a 

distinguished career in both industry and academia, Rebecca 

Robinson, a clinical engineer working at Liverpool Infirmary on 

developing new equipment to investigate brain functions and 

Georgina Stanistreet, deputy head of a marine engineering 

department in the Royal Navy.

Through communications:

Website

The WES site continues to be an important tool and WES 

volunteers invested time in plans for a new website under ‘Project 

Amy’ with contributed photography from Marte Lundby Rekaa. 

 ■ Maggie Berry of 
Women in Technology 
and Jan Peters at the 
Crossing Bridges event

 ■ From left: Angella Kelly 
(chair), Rebecca Robinson, 
Georgina Stanistreet, Julia King
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AIM 2:
A voice for women engineers

Representative roles

WES continues to hold representative roles with some universities 

and Betty McCarthy attended the London University Court 

recently for WES. Other roles include a Trustee for the Daphne 

Jackson Fellowship Trust and the WISE Campaign.

WES conference

The theme of this year’s conference at Kenwood Hall in Sheffield 

on 19-20 November was Making Digital Britain. It explored 

whether the digital revolution was making women engineers’ 

working lives easier or harder.

Annual conference was followed by the Doris Gray Students’ 

Conference which allowed students to meet members with 

established careers and swop experiences.

The conference dinner took place at the Cutlers’ Hall in Sheffield 

on 19 November, and was attended by the Lord Mayor.

Purple Boots & safety clothing survey

The safety clothing campaign continued with modest sales of 

safety boots. Following the survey on safety clothing we have 

an ongoing dialogue with safety clothing manufacturers on the 

design and fit of personal protective equipment. Photography 

sessions of WES members were taken to develop the safety 

clothing campaign. The campaign was launched following 

interviews with Jan Peters and Pip Ayton on Woman’s Hour in 

November 2009

Global marathon

Once again WES member Teresa Schofield, who is chair of the IEEE 

Women in Engineering Committee, did a super job of organising 

the UK and European contribution to the Women in Engineering 

Design work was donated by Dunlop Safety footwear and Andy 

Paterson Jones and a new web editor and mistress will see 

the incorporation of profiles and career tips and insights over 

the coming year. Improved web content will come on stream 

during 2011-2012 with the appointment of a web editor, Karyn 

Thompson and new web mistress – member and volunteer – 

Aniuska Dominguez.

Newsletter

The WES e-newsletter continues to expand the WES reach with 

a community beyond its membership. Positive feedback suggests 

you like to be kept up-to-date with changes to equalities laws, 

profiles of successful technical women and events and courses.

Woman Engineer 

Three issues of the Woman Engineer were 

published during the year. The decision to 

reduce the number of issues was made by 

Council to reduce costs since members were 

being kept well informed as they received 

the Annual Report in lieu of the autumn issue of the journal and 

nearly all members regularly received the e-newsletter.

Membership promotion

WES offers a professional style membership to technical 

women at all career stages offering more than just networking; 

embracing women with non-degree qualifications as equal 

professionals alongside those who have followed a university 

entry route into the profession. In 2011 WES produced a series of 

postcards, sponsored by Arup, to raise awareness of WES among 

our friends and colleagues.

Collaboration with other organisations

WES has developed strong relations with other groups 

supporting technical women’s careers and invited Women in 

Mining to observe a WES Council meeting. We have continued 

to speak at other organisations’ events and also organise 

collaborative cross network events, notable with the European 

Professional Women’s Network, Women in Architecture and 

Women in Technology.
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and Technology Global Marathon on 12 March. This annual event 

is organised by the US National Engineers’ Week Foundation 

as part of the National Engineers’ Week. The marathon unites 

participants across North America, Mexico/Latin America, UK/

Europe, India, Africa/Middle East, and China. It enables girls and 

women in engineering and technology to meet via internet chats, 

telephone conversations, webcasts and live events.

Doris Gray awards

The Doris Gray awards were created by a generous legacy from 

the late Doris Gray. There are two types of awards: scholarships 

and enabling grants

The scholarships are used to promote and encourage young 

women in Scotland entering university, to study any branch of 

engineering sciences, towards a first degree, and to fund women 

engineers in Scotland for studies towards higher degrees. This 

year four scholarships, worth £1,000 each, were provided to 

students studying at the Universities of Edinburgh and Glasgow.

The enabling fund provides support to schools and other not-for-

profit organisations in Scotland to run programmes and events to 

encourage girls and young women to take up engineering studies 

or careers. The fund provided grants for four exciting female 

engineering events in Scotland as well as travel awards for Scottish 

students attending the WES Doris Gray Student Conference. 

After the success of the Girls into STEM event held in 2009, a 

second event was run at George Watson’s College on the 27 

October 2010. This was in collaboration with the Institute of 

Physics (IoP) and was skilfully organised by physics teacher Gail 

Miller. Nine workshops were provided by Scottish universities, the 

RAF and Selex Galileo and over 175 girls from all over Scotland 

attended. 

The University of Strathclyde ran two engineering events in 

June 2010, an Introducing Engineering event for 40 girls and 

an Innovative Routes to Learning event. WES donated grants 

totalling £2,000 for these events.

Finally the Doris Gray fund provided MADLAB soldering kits 

for the 160 pupils who attended the Motherwell Science and 

Technology Fair in June 2010.

Thanks go to Carol Marsh, Nina Baker, Philippa Ayton and Susan 

Andrews.

Clusters, Sections 

 ● Wales Cluster – WES council members and Wales WES 

members gathered for a very nice meal on 10 June, prior to 

the Council meeting in Cardiff the following day. We enjoyed 

authentic Moroccan food and atmosphere in Lilo in Cardiff.   

 We may have the chance to visit the Wales Millenium Center 

in Cardiff Bay thanks to one of our members. This would be 

a good opportunity to meet other Wales members and chat 

over a cup of coffee afterwards.

 Contact: Estelle Barrois; email: wales@wes.org.uk

 ● Essex Cluster – Together with London Cluster, we visited 

Braintree in June 2010 (Warner Textile Archive and Braintree 

Museum).

 What are needed are regular Saturday meetings in a good 

cake shop in Chelmsford. Anyone who knows a good place 

should contact Betty.

 Contact: Betty McCarthy; answer phone: 01268 79 4784; 

email: essex@wes.org.uk 

 ● London Cluster – We have been successful in helping a 

couple of students asking for help with job placement via our 

members working in the construction industry. 

 What we have done well is the promotion and sharing of 

information such as the IET Achievement Awards nomination 

which generated interest in some members, and members 

giving talks at Streatham & Clapham High School careers 

Convention in October 2010. This is just one of the events to 

which members have given their time to share their experience 

working in the STEM environment 

 We need to do more to get London members to network with 

each other.

 Contact: Margaret Ajibode; email: london@wes.org.uk 

Student groups

Connections with student groups are on the rise again with new 

groups being formed at UCL, Northampton and Surrey University. 

Events are being planned with company members and partners.

 ■ An attentive 
audience at 
the Crossing 
Bridges event 
(left) listens 
to speaker 
Sue Stockdale 
(right)

 ■ Keen participants at the event at the University 
of Strathclyde engineering taster course
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AIM 3:
Raising the profile of and 
celebrating women in 
engineering

Karen Burt Award

The winner of last year’s Karen Burt Award 

was Julie Templeton. Julie received her 

award from Karen’s father Cyril Hilsum at 

the Crossing Bridges event in February. This 

award, in memory of Karen, is made to the 

leading female newly Chartered Engineer. 

Julie is a water engineer with the Rivers & 

Coastal Team in the Atkins Belfast Office 

and is currently managing the construction phase of the Lodge 

Burn Flood Alleviation Scheme in Coleraine, Northern Ireland. She 

is a very active Institution of Civil Engineers graduate ambassador 

working with primary as well as secondary school pupils.

Young Woman Engineer of the Year

The winner of this year’s WES prize at the 

Young Woman Engineer of the Year awards was 

Sarah Curtis. Sarah is a team leader in Energy 

Infrastructure at the New Build and Technology 

division of the E.ON Group. She is also 

committed to the promotion of STEM subjects 

in schools and universities and takes part in regional and national 

events to achieve this.

Lady Finniston Award

This award provides annual “hardship” awards for female 

students starting electrical / electronic engineering courses. 

The conditions of this award are strict and thus finding females 

who meet the criteria has been difficult. However, two female 

students are now recipients of this award.

Other awards

 ● Isabel Hardwich Awards (for a major contribution to WES 

over many years) were presented to retiring Council members 

Betty McCarthy and Pam Wain.

 ● Gillian Skinner Award (for members or supporters who have 

made a considerable unsung contribution to WES activities) was 

made to Fareena Mamood for her work on the website.

Women of Steel

Recognition for the women who kept industry running during the 

second World War was sought by the Sheffield Star newspaper 

via its Women of Steel tribute.

Four of these women, who kept the Sheffield steel mills and 

manufacturing companies running, were invited to the WES 

annual conference,

Ruby Gascoigne, who worked in a steel mill testing workshop, 

crane driver Dorothy Slingsby, Jean Harrison, who assembled 

Rolls Royce engines for Lancaster bombers, and Marjorie Neal, 

an electrician on Lancaster bombers, related their war-time 

experiences to conference.

The women were guests of honour at the conference dinner at 

the Cutlers Hall. During the evening Jan Peters presented them 

with certificates making them honorary WES members.

D&T show

WES attended the D&T show at NEC with the support of 

volunteer Angella Kelly ably assisting Suzanne Korn on the 

stand. Volunteers came forward following calls on Daphnet 

and the psci-comm newsgroup to talk with employers and D&T 

teachers. Jan Peters and Angella gave a keynote talk – the ABC 

of engaging girls in engineering and technology. New Council 

member Kayley Arthington from the Royal Mail also attended 

and spent a day sharing her enthusiasm for engineering. A list of 

90 new contacts in the D&T teaching profession increased our 

reach within this important community.

Attendance at the Design and Technology show has begun to 

build our links with teachers and in 2012 we will be aiming to 

connect junior apprentices with those who have established their 

careers.

Schools outreach

WES members continue to undertake outreach work with schools 

through both STEM Ambassadors and Growing Ambitions. 

Members can sign up for this via the WES website. Past President 

Dawn Fitt is currently delivery director for Bloodhound and is 

 ■ Vehicle built and raced during 
the University of Strathclyde 
engineering taster course
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ensuring that female students are given plenty of opportunity to 

share her own passion for fast cars.

International Network of Women
Engineers and Scientists (INWES)

WES member Sue Bird continues to serve as INWES President. 

She retires at the ICWES 15 conference in Australia on 19-22 July. 

Pam Wain also represents WES on the INWES board. Sue and 

Pam represented INWES at the US Society of Women Engineers 

conference in Orlando, Florida in November 2010.

World Federation of Engineering
Organisations (WFEO)

WES has links with WFEO through various members, who are 

generally also members of INWES. WES attends some of their 

World Engineering Congresses and takes part in their Standing 

Committees. Margaret Ajibode and Pam Wain have also 

contributed to leadership trainings run by INWES for WFEO,

Pam Wain attended the WFEO conference in Argentina last 

autumn with the help of sponsorship from the Royal Academy 

of Engineering. She participated in the Women Engineers 

Symposium, the ‘Young Engineers, Future Leaders’ event, the 

Women in Engineering Standing Committee and the Capacity 

Building Standing Committee. 

Pam also travelled to New York in the spring for the United 

Nations’ event for the Commission on the Status of Women. 

She was representing the Wales Assembly of Women, 

also the interests of WES and INWES. Despite science and 

technology being one of the special areas this year, there were 

disappointingly few women scientists and engineers there (apart 

from WES member Professor Cornelia Boldyreff). There are high 

hopes for the new UN Women group.

Engineering organisations

WES dialogue with the professional bodies continues. WES 

signed a second five-year agreement with IET for office space in 

September and continues to look at ways of working together 

to raise the profile of women in the engineering profession. 

This is an essential piece of work as recent statistics show the 

devastating low numbers of women staying in the profession. 

The increased numbers entering during the “WISE years” are 

now finding it hard to juggle families and work. Greater emphasis 

is needed to champion work life balance measures and flexibility 

and returning schemes for our technical women.

WES Advisory Panel 

The inaugural meeting of the WES Advisory Panel was held on  

27 May 2010 at the Royal Academy of Engineering in London. 

The purpose of the Advisory Panel is to meet annually to help 

steer the future development of WES. The panel members consist 

of senior WES members, WES patrons and influential individuals 

from the world of engineering. 

The meeting was chaired by Professor Dame Ann Dowling. 

Priorities for WES were identified as:

 ● Share more widely best practice and research 

 ● Retention and progression of women 

 ● Women’s networks – establish contact and formally connect 

 ● WES champions in professional bodies 

 ● Growth of membership 

Women of outstanding achievement

This year’s UKRC photographic competition saw WES members 

Professor Dame Ann Dowling and Kate Bellingham gain 

recognition for their outstanding contribution to STEM. WES 

members featured in previous exhibition were Professor Dame 

Julia Stretton Higgins (2010) and Professor Julia King (2007).

Profile

WES member Sally Sudworth is currently chair for ICE Wales 

Cymru. In this capacity she visited Uganda with WES member 

Liane Sheppard and ICE chair apprentice David Reynolds.

Sally, Liane and David took with them 10 laptops donated to 

the Soroti Medical Centre by Halcrow. They were among a 

group of 15 volunteers who helped to get the centre ready for 

its opening. 

The visit was a part of an initiative by Engineers for Overseas 

Development (EFOD), a spin off charity from ICE which 

encourages young engineers to become involved in designing 

and constructing international aid projects.

EFOD and the SaltPeter Trust have worked with local people to 

develop the centre that provides health and dental care. The 

centre also hopes to help local people by expanding to provide 

training resources.

The laptops will provide the vital modern support which is 

needed to run the centre’s administration. The nearby CASSO 

orphanage, another EFOD project with facilities for 80 children 

aged from 8-18, may also benefit by using some of the 

laptops.

 ■ Liane, Sally and David 
with orphans at the 
CASSO orphanage
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AIM 4:
Tackling workplace cultures 
and leadership promotion for 
women engineers

 

Creating an inclusive workplace remains high on WES’ 

priority list and was a key message contributed by the 

strong WES participation in the discussion groups towards 

the SET Fair report. Taking part in public consultations is an 

important way of getting the voice of our members heard.

MentorSET

MentorSET continued to be a main mechanism for WES to 

support women in the professions. Jan West continued as project 

manager until February when the role was taken on by interim 

manager Jacqui Hogan. Jacqui undertook a ‘deep dive’ strategic 

review and survey of mentors and mentees and proposed a 

development plan with the first two phases approved by Council. 

A new series of workshops is planned around the country 

and a leadership theme is being developed. WES also took on 

responsibility for the National AWiSE closing bank balance which 

was donated at the closing AWiSE EGM with the specific purpose 

of supporting MentorSET in memory of Joan Mason, long 

standing WES member, founder of National AWiSE and founder 

partner of MentorSET.

Leadership skills for women

The Technical Leaders events will continue on a regional basis 

and continue to offer a forum for leaders and aspiring leaders to 

connect. Workshops and dinners will add to the material that will 

populate the expanding website.

Contribution to government reviews

As ever the importance of representing our membership’s views on 

critical issues remains high. Several WES members took part in the 

consultation discussion for the Lord Davies review into Women on 

Boards. We have also contributed to the review of the Equality and 

Human Rights Commission role and on STEM careers.

Trades Union Congress 2010

WES President Jan Peters spoke to a meeting on women’s health 

and safety organised at the TUC Congress in Manchester by the 

union Unite.

Jan told the meeting about the WES survey on ill-fitting safety 

clothing and the Purple Boots campaign

SET to lead – HE STEM programme

WES has become an active participant in the HE STEM funded 

programme being led from UCL on leadership skills in engineering. 

Jan Peters’ company, Katalytik, developed the proposal with 

UCL to look into the low numbers – 42% of male engineering 

graduates compared to 21% of women – transitioning from their 

degree into related technical work. WES has attended the first two 

industry open days at Arup and Microsoft and will continue the 

open day programme once the project completes in March 2012. 

Through the WES partnership programme WES will be working 

with core partners to facilitate events with students on leadership 

insights and skills.

 ■ Isabel 
Hardwich 
medal 
presented 
to Betty 
McCarthy 
at the 
AGM (left); 
practical 
exercise 
at WES 
conference 
(right)
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As the Honorary Treasurer I would like to thank the retiring Treasurer for 
all the help and encouragement during my prolonged illness.

The WES office manager has undertaken the accounting aspects of 
MentorSET and we have been reimbursed by the UKRC for the cost of 
these associated hours.

The expenditure for the WES Conference 2010 has been higher than usual 
but for the future the expectation is that any venture would be supported 
by fund raising.

The Honorary Treasurer continues to use the proven systems and 
processes for the management of the Society’s finances, which 
were set up by the previous holders of the post.  However the Sage 
accounting system had been introduced at the beginning of 2010 – 2011. 
Unfortunately it appeared to be too complex for the needs of WES 
accountancy and will not be used in the future.

Accounts

The presentation of the year’s accounts follows the pattern of the 
previous year.

Income for the year is £143,934 (2010 – £107,055), showing a surplus 
of £33,369 (2010 – £(89,661) net deficit in previous year). This surplus 
would have turned into deficit but for the generous donation of £68,229 
from the estate of Betty Laverick. The drop in interest rates to about 
0.5% has not helped.

 ● Subscriptions have decreased to £16,638 (2010 – £22,478). 
Encouraging people registering for the conference online and 
attending the Doris Gray Student congress to sign up for membership 
also helped.

 ● The annual conference receipts, including the transfer of £68,229 
from the Betty Laverick Legacy, were £73,969 (2010 – £41,140). The 
expenditure was £16,434 (2010 – £49,375).

 ● Gift Aid claimed this year covered the period from 6 April 2008 
to 31 March 2010. The current financial year’s claim should cover 
the period 1 April 2010 to the end of April 2011, to catch the bulk 
of subscriptions which come in the first few days of the financial 
year.

 ● Bank interest rates have dropped considerably so the COIF interest 
received was £1,149 (2010 – £2,056).

 ● The website advertisements and donations via Everyclick have 
dropped to £Nil (2010 – £794).  The website development and 
maintenance costs have decreased to £3,328 (2010 – £8,000).

 ● The publishing costs of the journal ‘The Woman Engineer’ and the 
e-newsletter are now £6,913 (2010 – £12,539). Sales of the journal 
are £597 (2010 – £321). It increases from £321 to £597 due to the 
interests from higher education institutions abroad

 ● The expenses of Council, President and Council meetings are modest 
for the work people do at £1,723 (2010 – £2,994).

 ● Salaries, PAYE and NI have decreased to £21,701 (2010 – £26,565).

 ● Postage now appears as a significant item £1,824  (2010 – £2,062) 
as we now pay our own postage and we are reimbursing the IET over 
three years for past postage used. 

Reserves policy

The Society finished the year with reserves of £237,991 (2010 – 
£204,622), of which £120,327 (2010 – £130,728) is restricted.

The reserves consist of four groups of monies. The WES Reference 
Manual (available from WES HQ) reflects the requests of the original 

donors and goes into greater detail as to how such monies may be 
distributed:

 ● Endowment

 ◗  Lady Finniston NEC – the capital should not be spent.

 ● Restricted

 ◗ Karen Burt Memorial Awards – payments made out of interest.

 ◗ ICWES – Bursaries for international events are made out of interest 
and capital.

 ◗ Doris Gray (Scotland) Legacy – for the purpose of promoting and 
encouraging young women in Scottish universities to study any 
branch of engineering sciences – payments are made out of capital 
and interest.

 ● ‘Ring-Fenced’ Sums 
Formal rules do not apply but the spirit of the original donation is 
respected.

 ◗ Sheila Waddell Legacy

 ◗ Marjorie Bell Legacy

 ◗ Lady Finniston Awards (non-NEC)

 ◗ MentorSET

 ◗ Gillian Skinner Awards

 ◗ Cicely Thompson Legacy

 ◗ Peggy Hodges Legacy

 ◗ Betty Laverick Legacy – received this year

Accumulated Funds

The restricted funds were given to the Society for specific purposes 
– the Karen Burt Award and the NEC Lady Finniston Award – and for 
use in the international field in the case of the ICWES Fund and for the 
education of women entering Scottish universities to study engineering 
sciences (Doris Gray Legacy).  The first two of these are funded from the 
accrued interest but the ICWES Fund has been largely distributed. The 
balance was used to sponsor WES Past President, Sue Bird, in her role as 
President of INWES.

 ● NEC Lady Finniston Awards: hardship grants for electronic 
engineering students starting first degree or equivalent courses 
who have needs over or above the norm;

 ● Karen Burt Award: prize for a newly-chartered engineer;

 ● ICWES bursaries: part-payments of expenses for international 
networking including attending overseas events (women world-
wide are eligible to receive these grants); and

 ● Doris Gray (Scotland) Legacy:  to enable women in Scotland 
to study any branch of engineering sciences at first or higher 
degree.

Furthermore Council has set as a reserves policy in the belief that, to 
fulfil ongoing obligations in the absence of further income, a minimum 
level of unrestricted reserves is required to enable the administration 
of the Society to be maintained for one year. This would require about 
£35,000 with the current funding and management structure. The 2007 
business plan has not yet affected this as the appointment of additional 
permanent staff will not be undertaken until the additional finance is in 
place. In 2010/11 the intention was to employ a part-time office clerk to 
cover the book-keeping tasks. It was agreed to do this at the September 
2010 Council meeting and to appoint IET staff to this role. This did not 
work out and the financial constrains meant the book-keeping tasks 
presently are still done by the Honorary Treasurer. The total funds 
available to 31 March 2011 stand at £117,664 (2010 – £73,894). 

TREASURER’S FINANCIAL REVIEW  
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2011
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Risk management

The trustees have a duty to identify and 
review the risks to which the charity is 
exposed and to ensure appropriate controls 
are in place to provide reasonable assurance 
against fraud and error.

Future developments

Generally WES plans to continue with its 
current activities and projects:

 ● WES Conference 2011 – Getting there – 
on Friday 7th October 2011 
at the IET London Savoy Place;

 ● A Technical Leaders Event

 ● The marketing drive to increase 
membership.

Gifts in kind

As in previous years, the major gift in kind 
which we have not quantified was the IET gift 
of office space and support facilities in Stevenage by the IET. These most 
generous gifts are difficult to quantify. The Society is very grateful for all 
the support provided by the IET.

Among other gifts not quantified are the assistance provided by the IET, 
Arup and the BCS in hosting our Council meetings. 

The continual stream of gifts in kind in the form of hours given voluntarily 
by Members of the Society, especially Council Members, many of whom are 
highly skilled and valuable professionals, is even more difficult to quantify 
realistically and, in the year of this report, no attempt was made to do so. 
The Society is also most grateful to the many members who continue to 
make cash donations and to all those many individuals and organisations that 
provide time, services and support to help WES to achieve its aims.

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2011

Unrestricted 
Funds 

£

Restricted 
Funds 

£

Permanent 
Endowment 

Funds £

Total Funds 
2011 

£

Total Funds 
2010 

£

INCOMING RESOURCES

Incoming resources from generated funds

Voluntary income 98,546 – – 98,546 68,529

Activities for generating income – – – – 2,044

Investment income 523 407 219 1,149 2,056

Incoming resources from charitable activities Mentoring schemes 44,239 – – 44,239 34,426

TOTAL INCOMING RESOURCES 143,308 407 219 143,934 107,055

RESOURCES EXPENDED

Cost of Generating Funds Cost of generating voluntary income 7,894 – – 7,894 9,509

Charitable Activities

Mentoring schemes 34,328 – – 34,328 41,843

Awards 1,325 9,277 1,750 12,352 38,155

Advice and support 35,205 – – 35,205 90,488

Governance 16,349 – – 16,349 16,721

Projects and Initiatives 4,437 – – 4,437 –

TOTAL RESOURCES EXPENDED 99,538 9,277 1,750 110,565 196,716

NET INCOMING / (OUTGOING) RESOURCES 43,770 (8,870) (1,531) 33,369 (89,661)

RECONCILIATION OF FUNDS

TOTAL FUNDS BROUGHT FORWARD AT 01 APRIL 2010 73,894 90,675 40,053 204,622 294,283

TOTAL FUNDS CARRIED FORWARD AT 31 MARCH 2011 117,664 81,805 38,522 237,991 204,622

All incoming resources and resources expended derive from continuing activities

BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31 MARCH 2011
Unrestricted 

Funds – £
Restricted 
Funds – £

Endowment 
Funds – £

Total Funds 
2010 – £

Total Funds 
2009 – £

FIXED ASSETS Tangible fixed assets 446 – – 446 1

CURRENT ASSETS Debtors: amounts falling due within one year 3,225 – – 3,225 78

Cash at bank and in hand 116,419 81,805 38,522 236,746 209,067

119,644 81,805 38,552 239,971 209,145

CREDITORS: Amounts falling due within one year (2,426) – – (2,426) (4,524)

NET CURRENT ASSETS 117,218 81,805 38,522 237,545 204,621

TOTAL ASSETS LESS CURRENT LIABILITIES 117,664 81,805 38,522 237,991 204,622

NET ASSETS 117,664 81,805 38,522 237,991 204,622

FUNDS Unrestricted 117,664 73,894

Restricted 81,805 90,675

Endowment 38,522 40,053

TOTAL FUNDS 237,991 204,622

These Financial Statements have been prepared in accordance with the special provisions of Part 15 of the Companies Act 2006 relating to small companies.

Risk Likelihood/
impact

Mitigation

Loss of rent free 
premises – generously 
provided by IET

Low/High  ● Establish each year that the IET are willing for us to stay. There 
is now a 5 year contract from September 2010 with payment 
of £1,000 per annum as a token.

Loss of experienced 
office secretary

Med/High Issue 
already occurred 
in past year

 ● Good HR processes, awareness of circumstances of staff, 
Appointment of a part-time office clerk will add resilience.

Termination of funding 
for running expenses 
for MentorSET 
(Funding terminated 
on 31 March 2011)

High/High  ● Careful planning to enable proper notice is given to contractors 
involved. Prompt invoicing of UKRC to ensure sums at risk are 
kept as small as possible. Periodic examination of grant facilities 
available elsewhere. MentorSET is looking to undertake a 
strategic review and appoint a fundraiser.

Conference income 
being exceeded by 
unexpected expenses

Issue in 
Conference 
2010

 ● Careful budgeting by the conference committee. The Marjorie 
Bell Legacy was used to support this vital activity.

Level of members’ 
subscriptions to drop 
significantly to say 300

Low/High  ● The Council would have to consider whether the need for 
the Society has passed or if there were temporary outside 
circumstances to cause members or potential members to be 
short of funds. To close the Society there would need to be an 
AGM/EGM to give the Council the necessary authority. There is 
a basic checklist of what needs to be done.
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Special thanks for support

Accommodation – IET

Karen Burt Award – Professor Cyril Hilsum CBE FRS FREng 

and friends

Organisations on which WES is represented –

University Courts: City, Loughborough; Daphne Jackson 

Trust; Equality Exchange (Equal Opportunities Commission); 

Engineering Development Trust (National Advisory 

Committee); WISE National Co-ordinating Committee; 

Woman’s National Commission; Women Returners’ Network

Premier Company Members – AWE; National Grid 

and Transport for London (Silver); ThoughtWorks

Company Member – Arup

Member Personal Appointments – Construction 

Industry Council EO TG; Education Business 

Partnership (Ayrshire); Education Development Trust; 

Learning & Skills Council (Gloucestershire)

Links – BCS; SEMTA; EEF; IET; Engineering Council 

(UK); ICE; IChemE; IMechE

Registered office

c/o IET, Michael Faraday House,  

Six Hills Way, Stevenage SG1 2AY  

Tel: 01438 765506  

e-mail: info@wes.org.uk 

website: www.wes.org.uk

Honorary Officers  
2010-2011

(From 18 September 2010) 

Jan Peters, President; 

Milada Williams, Vice President; 

Alexandra Walker, Honorary Secretary; 

Grazyna Whapshott, Honorary Treasurer

Council Members  
2010-2011

(From 18 September 2010)
Kayley Arthington*,  Ruth Carter, Paola Cuneo, Jackie 

Longworth*, Carol Marsh, Lisa Nelmes*, Sarah Peers, 

Daniela Romano*, Liane Sheppard*, Sara Kate Shigetomi, 

Anne Wiseman

* appointed on 18 September 2010

Patrons

Professor Patrick Dowling CBE FREng

Professor Dame Ann Dowling FREng

Baroness Helena Kennedy QC

Sir Robert Malpas CBE FREng

Other Contributing Members

Philippa Ayton, Linda Maynard, Carol Holden –  

Karen Burt Award

Fiona Neads, Sasha Gallagher, Lynette Willoughby –  

Lady Finniston Awards

Carol Marsh, Nina Baker, Philippa Ayton, Susan Andrews 

– Doris Gray Awards

Journal Editor

Pat Battams

Company Secretary

Dawn Fitt
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